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 Make Your City Better
 Start with your neighbourhood to bring the change. Improve your city and its quality of life.
 get started 
   users and growing
   complaints posted
  95.79 %  resolution rate
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    The street light is working now 
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   Sumati Mohan,
  Subbannaiah Palya 
 View complaint 
 
 
 
  Garbage is collected since then 
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   Venkat Sravan,
  Jeevan Bima Nagar 
 View complaint 
 
 
 
   Action taken by official department 
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   M A Bhat,
  Banashankari 
 View complaint 
 
 
 
  Now traffic police personal are controlling the situation during peak hours 
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   Bob Thomas,
  Bommasandra Jigani Link Rd 
 View complaint 
 
 
 
  Thanks. Garbage throwing is almost stopped. 
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   Citizen,
  R M Nagar 
 View complaint 
 
 
 
 
 
      Fixing civic issues is easy as 1-2-3 
   1 Post a complaint
  Post complaints on potholes, unattended garbage, bad roads and other civic issues in your neighbourhood. 
 
  2 Get community to vote-up
  Vote ups prioritise your complaint. More the vote ups from friends and neighbours, higher the priority. 
 
  3 Get your complaint resolved
  Interact with your civic authorities and elected representatives to ensure your complaint is resolved. 
 
 
  post a complaint 
 
           News in the city
  What's making news in your city and in your neighbourhood? Post and view images, videos, and stories that concern you, your neighbours and friends in the city. 
 CITY PULSE » 
     Know your neighbourhood area
  It's all about going local. Find all the information about the area you live in, how it ranks in quality-of-life, the elected representative for your ward, civic agencies to contact, and much more. 
 
     Information Maps
  See your neighbourhood and city through a spatial lens with our fantastic maps. Enrich the maps and your complaints, local information, and interaction. 
 MAPS » 
 
  Join I Change my City today 
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  Girish's complaint gets broken sewage pipe fixed
 Resolved on May 31, 2017 
 
  The 7th Cross Road in Govindaraja Nagar ward was flooded with drainage water as a sewage pipe was broken. Residents of the neighbourhood had a difficult time as they were forced to wade through the dirty water. Girish highlighted the issue in a complaint on IChangeMyCity and got BWSSB to resolve the issue. 
 View complaint 
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  Karan's complaint regularizes power supply in Abbaiah Reddy Layout
 Resolved on May 30, 2017 
 
  Residents of Abbaiah Reddy Layout in Vijnana Nagar were troubled by frequent power cuts. ICMyC user Karan brought the issue to the notice of BESCOM by highlighting the same on IChangeMyCity. Thanks to his effort the irregular power cuts have stopped. 
 View complaint 
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  Vinay's complaint gets metal sheets obstructing footpath removed
 Resolved on May 25, 2017 
 
  Pedestrians who used the footpath between Ulsoor Metro Station towards Ulsoor Police Station were greeted with dangerous metal sheets that could fall on them at any moment. Vinay in a complaint on IChangeMyCity, highlighted that the property next to Kempamma Devi Temple was fenced with metal sheets. However, these sheets were obstructing the footpath. Pedestrians were at a risk of tripping or being cut by the metal that was jutting out from these sheets. Vinay's complaint was immediately taken up by the BBMP and the sheets were removed within a week of him posting the issue. 
 View complaint 
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  Devang's complaint gets tree branches dumped in park removed
 Resolved on May 25, 2017 
 
  The branches of a tree that was cut down were dumped in a children's park in Koramangala 4th block. ICMyC user Devang pointed out that the branches should be cleared as children can be hurt. Thanks to his effort, the branches have been removed and the park is cleaned. 
 View complaint 
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  Sneha Murthy's complaint gets water supply regularised in HRBR Layout
 Resolved on May 24, 2017 
 
  Sneha Murthy, resident of HRBR Layout 2nd block, complained that water was not being supplied to the neighbourhood on the promised days. The residents faced a lot of problems in completing their household chores without water. Sneha's complaint was taken up by the BWSSB and now the neighbourhood is supplied with sufficient water. 
 View complaint 
 
  VIEW MORE INSPIRING STORIES 
 
      Change begins with me
     Ganesh Menon
  I Change My City is a real good platform wherein we can bring impact and bring all this to the notice of the civic authorities. 
 Watch Video 
 
   Jaykumar Reddy
  I Change My City is that we have a medium for posting complaints it will bridge the gap between citizens and authorities to solve the complaints. 
 Watch Video 
 
   CISCO Employees
  Watch CISCO employees share their joy in transforming their neighbourhood through a clean-up drive. 
 Watch Video 
 
 
    Chandrasekhar & John
  Watch how Chandrasekhar, John, and a group of active citizens, along with I Change My City, are transforming active citizenship into positive urban change. 
 Watch Video 
 
   Tripti Agarwal
  Community action through I Change My City helped us fix roads in our neighborhood.. 
 Watch Video 
 
   Priyanka Wanelkar
  I Change My City definitely helped us get to the right people. Current condition of the road is really good, we can access our homes and we are really happy 
 Watch Video 
 
 
 
 
       I Change My City Mobile Apps
  A picture is worth more than a thousand words! Use I Change My City mobile apps to post graphic complaints realtime, and share it with others in your community 
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